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FROM INTELLECTUAL CURIOSITY
TO MARVEL OF METALLURGY

CONTACT: Pam Blumensheid
PHONE: 513-229-3241

DAYTON, Ohio, June 12, 1981

"Fundamentally, scientific thought will

go on no matter what type of science will manifest itself to society • • • but
society only advances when the artistic and technological communities walk
hand in hand."

So speaks University of Dayton research engineer, inventor of the

most oxygen free environment ever created, and University Professional Researcher
of the Year, Jack W. Chasteen.
In appreciation of the some 484 full-time researchers at the University,
who, like Chasteen, have contributed numerous discoveries to the good of science
and society, University officials have instituted a Professional Research Award.
Judged by a selection committee appointed by Associate Provost George B. Noland
and chaired by Senior Optical Physicist Lloyd Huff, the research to be honored
would display the highest technical merit, quality of scientific documentation,
novelty, and value to the University, the nation, and the local community.
That distinction this year belongs to Chasteen.
, ..

In the words of Research

'

Institute Associate Director John Wurst, "He is a case of intellectual curiosity
beyond what the job requirements are, of concern for practical application of
problems, of extraordinary application of high technology."
Chasteen's invention: the most oxygen free environment ever created, the
fluorocarbon cleaning process -- a marvel of metallurgy that is patented in all
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the industrialized nations of the world and being used by a company in the
Netherlands.

The present application of the

pr~cess

is mending cracks in strategic

metal components of jet engines, which otherwise would have to be replaced at a
world-wide cost of somewhere between $1 billion and $2 billion annually, by
Chasteen's estimate.
But the inventor of the brazing technique won't rest until he sees the
process affecting the productivity of the world in areas beyond aerospace.
herein lies what makes Chasteen, an engineer, want to do research:
point is to try to make the world a better place to live. The re is
motivation."

And

"The whole
, renl~y~b ~~~

Chasteen draws a parallel to an artist's inspiration: "If you were

to write a novel, no matter how magnificant it is, you wouldn't really get fulfillment
until someone reads it.

It's the same for the scientist."

In the nearest future, Chasteen sees the fluorocarbon cleaning process being
applied to increase the efficiency of the stainless steel fabricating industry.
Stainless steel is currently cleaned at temperatures in excess of 2,000 degrees
Fahrenheit.

with the environment Chasteen has created, the steels could be cleaned

at lower, less expensive temperatures, resulting in a savings that could affect the
prices we pay for products on the marketplace, such as kitchen faucets.
Or,

Hr:!

could see the process beins used in the purification of fluorine-

based compounds, which have a stubborn tendency to pick up impurities.
The process of scientific invention, to Chasteen, begins when the researcher
sees a potential solution to a "troublesome situation."

In the case of the fluoro-

carbon cleaning process, the troublesome situation was cracks in aircraft components
that could not be repaired because of an aluminum oxide which forms there and is
impossible to clean away.

Chasteen's process releases the oxide and permits the parts

to be repaired, rather than replaced.
Chasteen's technology already addresses an international problem.
work is not
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But his

finished; he sees an end only "when it's being used in a production

setting fundamentally to make a profit for whoever's using it."
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